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Looking to maximize the cleaning power of your
pressure washer? Don't skimp on your detergents and
soaps! Opting for low-quality options can actually cause
more harm than good. 

By choosing high-quality detergents and soaps that are
specifically designed for pressure washers, you can
easily get rid of dirt and grime without worrying about
damaging your cleaning surfaces.  Plus you'll save
money on our concentrated options that make your
dollars go further with every clean.

Plus, our Landa special financing offer has been
extended through June 30th! Take advantage of this
special offer before it ends!

WELCOME TO H2O POWER EQUIPMENT'S
MONTHLY NEWSLETTER!
The importance of using premium detergents
and soaps in your pressure washer
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There are many factors to consider when buying a suitable soap or detergent -
between water hardness, soil content, pH balance, water temperature, and water
pressure. That's why we've done the heavy lifting for you. Our detergents are
designed to tackle Colorado's notoriously hard water, high mineral content, and
other unique variables. Count on us to deliver the perfect blend for optimal results.

Our ultimate vehicle soap! This blend has been fine-tuned for
maximum satisfaction and is a customer favorite. Say goodbye to
mediocre car washes and hello to a spotless, sparkling finish.

 Banish dirt and grime! This favorite all-purpose cleaner is specially
formulated for safe and effective cleaning on various surfaces.
Plus, it's phosphate-free for an eco-friendly clean.

Our most popular detergent! Conquer those tough, petroleum-
based messes. Packed with powerful degreasers, it's tough on
heavy deposits of oil, grease, dirt, and even hydraulic oils and diesel
smoke stains. Plus, it's phosphate free.

Our industrial customers can't get enough of this unique blend! It's
perfect for cleaning cars, pickups, and trucks, plus it's tough enough
to handle grease and oil stains. 
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Tackle stubborn grease and oil stains! Our powerful industrial-
strength degreaser is perfect for tackling even the toughest grime
on oil rigs, trash dumpsters, and more. Please note: This product is
not safe for use on vehicles.

Revive your aluminum! This fan-favorite is excellent for restoring
your metal to its former shine. Plus, it's phosphate-free!

Made just for restaurant hoods and vents! This formula is designed
to knock out tough grease, oils, and animal fats, leaving your
kitchen spotless and sparkling clean. Plus, it's phosphate free.

Perfect for attacking concrete splatter! Ideal for use on trucks,
heavy equipment, and construction machinery, it's a must-have for
anyone working in the construction industry. 

The toughest industrial-grade removal product available! Easily
remove multi-layered graffiti from unpainted masonry surfaces,
including brick, concrete, and cinder block. 

Perfect for vehicle wash facilities! This heavy-duty vehicle wash
solution eliminates dirt, grime, grease, and road film in no time on
tractor-trailers, heavy equipment, RVs, trucks, and autos. Plus, it's
phosphate-free for an eco-friendly option. 
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The Power of Professional Grade Cleaning
for Your Pressure Washer

Frustrated with grime, film and water spots that you can’t seem to cut away after
a wash? Does it seem like you’re going through gallon after gallon of your cleaning
chemicals faster than you should?

When it comes to pressure washing, using the right soaps and detergents can
make all the difference in the world. Not only do high-quality cleaning agents help
to remove dirt, grime, and stains more effectively, but they also protect your
equipment and the surfaces that you're cleaning. At H2O Power Equipment, we
understand that many things can affect your cleaning detergent quality. Water
hardness, soil content, pH balance, water temperature, and water pressure are
critical variables in the cleaning equation. Read this month's blog to learn more!
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Our service professionals are considered
industry leaders with the expertise to
handle the most difficult repairs and
unique situations that come up with your
equipment. We work with you in the shop
or on location, to get your equipment up
and running as quickly as possible.

Our techs are trained and have experience
working on all the many different pressure
washer and parts washer brands.  

New to this email? Subscribe today!

You bet.

Follow us on your favorite social media platform for specials, flash sales, partner shout
outs, videos, and more!

Drop us a line or leave us a review, we'd love to hear from you!
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